
        VEER BAAL DIWAS  

In commemoration of  26th December as “Veer Baal Diwas”  to pay homage  to the great 

valour and supreme sacrifice  of Sahebzada Zorawar Singh and Sahebzada Fateh Singh, the 

younger sons of tenth Sikh-Guru  Sri Guru Gobind Singh ji, APS Jammu Cantt organized 

various programmes / activities from 22nd  Dec to 26th  Dec  to inform and educate the students 

about the contextualized story of the exemplary courage of the Sahebzadas. On 22nd Dec, 

during the assembly, Ms. Harjeet (TGT Hindi) in her speech narrated the story recounting the 

valour of Sahebzadas and students sang hymns in praise of Veer Fateh Singh Ji and Veer 

Zorawar Singh Ji. To honour the brave acts  of Sahebzadas and to make the students aware 

about their courage and sacrifice, an exhibition showcasing their major life events was set up 

in the school premises on the same day. In the face of tyranny, Sahebzadas were able to 

speak up and stand tall against all odds. In order to make the children confident enough so 

that they can express themselves, speak fearlessly and ask questions in front of large 

audience, they were engaged in group discussions on 23rd Dec wherein they expressed their 

admiration and gratitude towards the Sahebzadas. Students confidently spoke about the 

values which they learnt from the lives of the Sahebzadas  and how they can incorporate them 

in their own lives. Students also participated in the painting competition displaying  respect to 

the Sahebzadas.To enable students to acquire the qualities of sacrifice, courage, 

steadfastness, confidence, mindfulness, and others as exhibited by the Sahebzadas, video of  

animated movie “Chaar Sahibzaade” was sent to the students  on 24th Dec On 26th Dec 

students watched live webcast of PM Shri Narendra Modi addressing people on Veer Baal 

Diwas at Bharat Mandapam in Delhi. Students also participated in online quiz on Veer Baal 

Diwas 2023.  

                               “ Waheguru ji ka Khalsa, Waheguru ji ki Fateh”  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 


